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VOL. LVIlf IX)NGWOOD COLLEGE, FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA, TUESDAY, APRIL 12,1983 NO. 22 
A Letter Home: 
On Longwood Survival 
Dear Mother, 
You would not believe what has 
been going on down here at 
Ix>ngwood. Last Friday, April 
1st, all the vice-presidents called 
a special meeting, Don Winkler of 
Public Affairs nearly went 
hoarse from yelling on the phone 
that day and Phyllis Mable, vice- 
president for Student Affairs, 
stalked the halls like a wild 
woman. 
The commotion was over an 
article entitled "Panel report to 
Robb hints at Major Changes at 
Colleges," that appeared in the 
Richmond-Times Dispatch, April 
1, on the front page of the Area, 
State and Business section. 
The story which was written by 
Charles   Cox   was   relatively 
innocuous in itself. It said that 
Governor Robb had appointed a 
blue   ribbon   panel   to   raise 
questions about higher education 
in Virginia. A meeting of this 
panel  was held on   Thursday, 
March   31,   at   which   time   a 
document from the State Council 
of Higher Education (an advisory 
body to the Governor on higher 
education) was passed out to the 
Danel members.     Charles Cox 
of the Richmond Times-Dispatch 
quoted the document in his 
article. It read 
as follows, "Survival prospects 
(are)  uncertain  for  Ixmgwood 
College, plus Radford, Norfolk, 
State    and    Old    Dominion 
University." 
You can imagine the steam this 
caused down here, after Dr. 
Greenwood had spent the better 
part of last year making certain 
Longwood had a good image 
(remember     the     favorable 
"Sunburst Over Longwood" 
article and the interviews with 
the college president which 
appeared in the Dispatch?) 
No one down here really knew 
what exactly had happened. It 
was   inaccurate   to   suggest 
Longwood's survival prospects 
were uncertain after the school 
had just finished enrolling the 
largest number of students in its 
history (I know,  tripling in the 
dorms was no fun, but we must 
make sacrifices) and it was 
difficult to pinpoint the origin of 
Mr. Cox's bulleted quotations. 
From what Don Winkler at 
Public Affairs could piece 
together the  document quoted 
was the State Council on 
Higher Education's "informal 
assessment of institutional 
enrollment potential" part of a 
larger     document     entitled 
Background Notes." There 
were, however, major incon- 
sistencies between what Mr. Cox 
had written in his article and 
what the document stated. 
"Background Notes" actually 
read "prospects uncertain" (in 
enrollment potential) for Norfolk 
State, ODU, Longwood College 
and     Radford      University. 
Nowhere in Background Notes 
did it state "survival" prospects 
are uncertain. Mr. Cox had made 
a serious error. He had even, if 
you read closely put Longwood 
first in his article where it had 
been third in the original 
document. The barbarians are at 
the gate, mother, this man will 
stop at nothing. 
To add to Longwood's chagrin, 
Associated Press picked up on 
Mr. Cox's article and that 
Saturday The Roanoke Times & 
World News ran a piece entitled 
"Robb Asks Explosive Questions 
— Close Some Colleges? Cut 
Some Programs ?" And this time 
the quote read "Longwood 
College, Radford University, 
Norfolk State University, and Old 
Dominion University face 
survival problems." 
Things were getting entirely 
out of hand. Dr. Greenwood and 
Mr. Winkler spent most the 
weekend trying to get to the 
bottom of the conspiracy. They 
phoned the governor, they 
phoned the secretary of 
education, they phoned the State 
Council on Higher Education, 
they phoned The Richmond 
Times-Dispatch. They decided to 
hold an open forum on Monday at 
4:00 p.m. in Bedford Auditorium 
to try and explain the whole 
mess. 
At least 100 faculty members, 
administrators and students 
attended. Some were afraid, 
some were angry and some were 
just plain anxious. Was 
Longwood dying? Dr. Green- 
wood came to the podium 
with a bundle of papers, smiled 
and began the discourse. She 
said, "I asked on Friday that 
Secretary (of Education) Castine 
ask the governor to provide a 
news release that would address 
several things — first, that the 
document ("Background 
Notes") did not come from the 
Governor and did not come from 
Castine but came from a staff 
member in state council. . ." In 
response to that recommendation 
the Governor asked John Castine 
to go on public television Friday 
night and to refute the article.. . 
which he did." 
It was a regular program on 
channel 23 public service. John 
Castine was in a question-answer 
format with a host. One question 
was about the Richmond Times- 
Dispatch article which John 
Castine answered to the liking of 
both     the     Governor     and 
LC Appoints Two More 
Longwood College has 
announced two appointments to 
its administrative staff. Gary P. 
Pridgen has been named director 
of computer services, and Amy 
Huth Eberly is treasurer of the 
college. 
Pridgen is a graduate of Old 
Dominion University with a 
degree       in       management 
information systems. He has 
been a project leader for systems 
design, programming and 
procedures for the city of 
Virginia Beach. For the past 12 
years, he has been project 
manager and senior systems 
analyst at Old Dominion 
University. 
Mrs. Eberly graduated from 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
and State University with a 
degree in accounting. She has 
been an auditor with the Virginia 
Auditor of Public Accounts Office 
and has directed audits at 
various colleges, universities, 
and state agencies. 
Both     appointments     are 
effective immediately. 
Longwood. "(He) indicated very 
emphatically that the article 
which had just appeared was 
erroneous, it was out of context, it 
was not something the Governor , 
had said. He also indicated that 
the reporter had changed words 
in his reportage of the article. He 
went on to say that he was in no 
way aware of a state institution 
which was in danger of being 
closed." 
Why then, did Mr. Cox print 
the article the way it was — 
"terrible reporting" as Castine 
labeled it. And why, if as Dr. 
Greenwood said "Longwood is 
approved for growth" were 
Longwood's enrollment 
prospects even labeled as 
uncertain? Theories were 
bandied about but no one at that 
Monday    meeting    was    quite 
certain of the truth. Some pos- 
tulated that Mr. Cox still had a 
grudge, from the feud which was 
carried on between the Dispatch 
and the Willet (the previous 
Longwood President) 
Administration. Others said it 
was a political manuever, but 
would not elaborate. Whatever 
the reasons, the damage had 
been done. 
In retaliation Thomas Rust, 
Rector of Longwood's Board of 
Visitors wrote to the Times- 
Dispatch executive editor. Peti- 
tions were suggested at the 
forum, even letters to Mr. Cox 
directly to force him to print a 
disclaimer. All he had said 
previously was "I'm just a 
reporter, I report the story I get". 
He had said that the 
Administration's renunciation 
of the article was "the sound any 
bureaucracy would make. . . 
they're making the sounds of 
survival." 
I tell you mother I was quite 
confused, and didn't know 
exactly what to do. Don Winkler 
at the forum had suggested 
writing letters home to parents 
and friends in order to allay the 
negative publicity. So I decided 
to write you, though as it turns 
out, it's rather anti-climatic 
On Sunday, April 10th, the 
Times-Dispatch printed a 
retraction entitled "Statement is 
Issued on Story" it read "The 
Times-Dispatch in a recent story 
dealt with a blue-ribbon study of 
the long-range development of 
Virginia's colleges and 
universities and has been 
criticized for one conclusion 
drawn in the article. 
The story said that "survival" 
prospects are uncertain for 
Longwood College and Radford, 
Norfolk State and Old Dominion 
universities. 
Alf Goodykoontz, executive 
editor of The Times-Dispatch, 
said the story would have been 
more accurate if it had said 
enrollment prospects are 
uncertain, rather than survival 
prospects are uncertain. 
Goodykoontz said The Times- 
Dispatch regrets any confusion 
that may have been caused by 
this choice of words." 
Just goes to show you what 
lousy reporting can do to a story. 
To keep the record straight 
Mother, Longwood is going to be 
here for awhile, so keep sending 
the checks, alright? 
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-Coming Events- 
Imagine A World Without Weapons 
PEACEMAKING   CONFERENCE 
ABC S OF THE ARMS RACE 
MR  STfVf HODGfS 
REICHMOND PEACH EDUCATION CENTER 
APRIL 18.  1983 
8:00 P.M. 
COMMONS ROOM 
A PHYSICIANS VIEW OF 
NUCLEAR WAR 
DR  SCOT I MORE 
PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAl RESPONSIBILITY 
APRIL 19. 1983 
8:00 P.M. 
illFERS AUDITORIUM 
J. Stephen Hodges is currently 
Coordinator of the Richmond 
Peace Education Center in 
Richmond, Virginia — a non- 
profit community organization 
which promotes education and 
public debate on issues of war 
and peace. After growing up in 
South Korea as the son of 
American (United Methodist) 
missionaries, he earned his B.A. 
(1974) in biology at Earlham 
College, spent two years as a 
community social worker in 
Appalachian   Kentucky,   two 
STEVE HODGES 
Longwood Awards 
Assembly 
More than $55,000 in awards, 
prizes and scholarships will be 
given at this year's Awards 
Assembly, which will be held 
on Tuesday. April 19, beginning 
at 12:45 p.m. in Jarman 
Auditorium. 
The recipients of various 
awards, book prizes and 
scholarships, most of which are 
department-connected, will be 
announced   at   this   time.   All 
students, faculty and staff are 
invited to attend. 
For the first time, seniors will 
march in wearing their academic 
regalia. The program this year is 
sponsored by the Student 
Government Association. 
The first recipients of the 
Nellie Ward Nance Scholarship, 
current Longwood Scholars and 
others will be officially 
recognized during the assembly. 
Elderhostel This 
Summer 
Interested in the lifestyle of 
prehistoric Indians? Want to 
know more about wine? Curious 
about computers? 
Then sign up for one of the four 
Elderhostel programs that 
Ixmgwood College is hosting this 
summer. 
Inspired by youth hostels and 
folk schools in Europe, the 
international Elderhostel 
program offers a week of 
academic courses and 
extracurricular activities for 
persons age 60 and over. It is1 
based on the belief that older 
citizens can enjoy intellectual 
stimulation and physical 
adventure. Participants may 
either commute or spend the 
week at the host facility. 
Last year I/Migwood hosted an 
Elderhostel program for the first 
time. The first program this 
year, which runs from May 22-28, 
will consist of the same three 
courses that were offered last 
year. The following programs 
will feature different courses. 
The courses in the first session 
are: "The Architecture of 
Virginia from  1607-1840,"  "An 
Archaelogical View of the 
Culture of the Prehistoric 
Southern Indians" and "The 
South and Its Stories." 
In the first course, taught by 
Richard Couture, architectural 
styles from the Age of Memory to 
American Federalism will be 
explored. The lectures will be 
illustrated with slides. 
Participants in the second 
course, taught by Dr. James 
Jordan, will assist in the 
excavation of a Woodland Period 
(1000-1700 A.D.) Indian village 
near the Longwood campus. 
The third course, which Dr. 
Martha Cook will teach, is a 
survey of the way the people and 
places of the South are portrayed 
by the best modern Southern 
fiction writers, especially in the 
short stories of William 
Faulkner*, Robert Perm Warren, 
Flannery O'Connor and Eudora 
Welty. 
The total cost for each program 
is $180. This fee includes air- 
conditioned rooms, all meals, 
evening activities and trips, and 
use of the swimming pool each 
(Continued on page 8) 
years at Perkins School of 
Theology, and earned his Master 
of Divinity (1980) at Union 
Theological Seminary in 
Virginia. 
As Coordinator of the Center, 
Hodges plans and implements 
public programs on international 
relations, the nuclear arms race, 
nuclear war, peace, conflict 
resolution, and disarmament. He 
presents programs to and acts 
as consultant for program plann- 
ing in churches and community 
groups   on   these   issues,   and 
DALEGONYEA 
Pianist/ Comedian 
teaches two courses a year for a 
local public high school. In 
addition, he supervises the 
Center's collection and 
development of peace curriculum 
for children, youth and adults. 
He has written and produced a 
slide-sound presentation called 
Christians and the Arms Race, 
and has written fact sheets, 
(Continued on page 8) 
Dale Gonyea 
Dale Gonyea, a musician- 
comedian, will be featured in a 
Spotlight Concert on Thursday, 
April 14, at 8 p.m. in the Gold 
Room of Lankford Building, 
Longwood College. 
Gonyea has toured from Los 
Angeles to London, entertaining 
audiences of all types with his 
quick wit and musical skills. 
Having graduated from the 
University of Michigan's music 
department as a piano student, 
Gonyea has gone beyond his 
earlier ambition to become a 
classical concert pianist. While in 
college, he became involved in 
campus musicals and performing 
on the stage in a contemporary 
style. 
He has written musicals as well 
as starred in them, and created 
his own touring act that is totally 
original. He combines his talents 
of piano, singing, comedy, and a 
creative script, earning a 
reputation as a one-man smash 
hit wherever he goes. 
One of Gonyea's creations, a 
musical spoof on the style of a 
fellow performer's music titled, 
"I Need Your Help, Barry 
Manilow," earned a Grammy 
nomination in 1979. He also has 
- been featured on top talk shows, 
including the Mike Douglas 
Show, the Merv Griffin Show, and 
Dinah. He was a guest on the 
HBO program "The Young 
Comedians" and Bob Stiver's 
"The All Star Tribute to Mother's 
Day." 
The Spotlight Concert is 
sponsored by Longwood's 
Student Union. The program is 
free and open to the public. 
SUN    PRESENTS 
SPRING WEEKEND 
Spotlight Concert Featuring 
DALE GONYEA 
Thursday   April 14 
GOLD ROOM    8 PM    FREE 
MIXER 
WITH 
FAT AMMON'S BAND 
FRIDAY   APRIL 15 
L D   HALL 
9 PM       S2 50 LC 
SATURDAY NIGHT ALIVE 
STATES 
SAT    APRIL 16 
I D   HALL 
9 PM       $2.50 LC 
OUTDOOR CONCERT 
BLUE SPARKS FROM HELL 
PICNIC AT THE DELL 
SUNDAY   APRIL 17 
5 PM       FREE 
STUDY SKILLS Help yourself to study better. Learn 
methods to improve all areas of study including reading 
textbooks, notetaking, atid managing time. WED- 
NESDAY, APRIL 13, 7:00 p.m. 
SEXUAL   ATTACK:   MYTHS   AND   REALITIES This 
program will address the way in which our society per- 
petuates rape. A film will be shown that focuses on the 
myths that surround rape, and a discussion will include 
reactions to the film as well as reactions to other rape 
related issues. MONDAY. APRIL 18. 7:00 P.M. 
MANAGING   STRESS   IN  COLLEGE Business  have 
listed weak stress management skills as one of the 
major problems for new college graduates. This two- 
session program will teach those skills. THURSDAY, 
APRIL 21. l:OOP.M. 
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ENTERTAINMENT 
Red Ryder Saddles Up Wednesday 
They rode the western plains in 
the comic strips and on the silver 
screens of America and they 
always did the "right" thing and 
punished those who didn't. Few 
will remember seeing Red 
Ryder, the Lone Ranger, Tim 
Holt, or Lash LaRue, among 
others, and how they stood up for 
the old American values and 
maintained unquestioned loyalty 
to God and country, but most 
people have heard the names and 
may have some knowledge of the 
mythology of the old west. 
"When You Coming Back, Red 
Ryder?" by Mark Medoff, the 
final play of the season by the 
Longwood Players and the 
Department of Speech and 
Dramatic Arts, is about these old 
western heroes and the values 
they stood for — but mostly it is 
about how these values have 
changed in our own time. 
Hesselink Lecture 
The composer of a 20th-century 
masterpiece organ work, 
ironically, did not particularly 
like that instrument, a Longwood 
College lecturer said recently. 
"Schoenberg's relationship to 
the organ was that of the typical 
composer of the early twentieth 
century: the instrument held 
little attraction for him as a 
medium of expression," noted 
Dr. Paul Hesselink, an associate 
music professor at Longwood. 
"In Schoenberg's case, his 
antipathy to the instrument can 
easily be documented. 
Hesselink delivered the lecture 
on March 30. He discussed the 
harmonic language of Arnold 
Schoenberg's "Variations on a 
Recitative" for Organ, Opus 40. 
He has researched this piece 
since the summer of 1980, when 
he was a recipient of a National 
Endowment for the Humanities 
grant to study at Yale University. 
The composition, whose 
harmonic organization has 
largely been neglected, was the 
result of a commission in 1941, 
Hesselink said. 
"It is indeed an irony," he 
pointed out, "that this 
commission produced not only 
what is considered a masterpiece 
of the twentieth-century organ 
repertoire, but also Schoenberg's 
most extensive work for a solo 
instrument, in this instance an 
instrument which he obviously 
did not know well and for which 
he had little artistic affinity." 
"When You Coming Back, Red 
Ryder?" opens Wednesday, April 
13 and runs through Saturday, 
April 16, at Jarman Auditorium 
on the Longwood College 
campus. Curtain time each 
evening is at 8 o'clock. 
This contemporary play takes 
place in a New Mexico diner in 
the late 1960s and is a tense 
drama dealing with individuals 
who are disillusioned in the 
aftermath of the so-called "social 
revolution" of the early 1960s. 
Yes, there is a real Red Ryder in 
this play, but he is a product of a 
strange, contemporary world of 
misplaced and confused values 
that is our world today. And Red 
Ryder does "ride the range," the 
restricted area of a New Mexico 
diner that has seen better days. 
But this time Red Ryder doesn't 
ride to right the wrongs of the 
world, but rather out of fear of 
the man known as Teddy who is 
terrorizing diner patrons and 
holding Red Ryder and his 
friends captive. 
Teddy's presumed motive for 
holding the diner patrons captive 
is robbery, but the big-mouthed, 
gawky kid at the counter who is 
called "Red Ryder" forces the 
cynical Teddy to look back in 
time to past forgotten values and 
dead heroes. Teddy becomes 
obsessed with the lost values and 
the old west heroes, and his 
robbery becomes a rape of the 
souls of the diner patrons. 
The tension mounts as Teddy 
punishes, shocks, and humiliates 
the diner patrons while trying to 
recreate what amounts to a 
parody of American old west 
mythology. The play is a 
frightening study of 
contemporary life, but also a 
memorable dramatic 
experience. 
Dramatic Arts major Jerry 
Dagenhart is featured as the 
frightening Teddy, the cynical 
and disillusioned "outcast" of the 
late sixties culture. Stephen 
"Red" Ryder, the 19-year-old 
modern "cowboy," is played by 
Vincent Decker, a Dramatic Arts 
transfer student from Boston 
University. Bob Lemieux and 
Mary Sue Gardner, both veteran 
Longwood Players, play Richard 
and Clarisse, a well-to-do couple 
who come to the diner for 
breakfast, only to be thoroughly 
intimidated by Teddy. Lyle 
Striker, motel owner and a 
regular patron at the diner, is 
played by Max Pantell. Isabelle 
Milburn is featured as Cheryl, 
Teddy's girl friend, and Jeffrey 
Thomas is Clark, owner of the 
diner. 
Ginny Munoz, a Farmville 
resident and featured performer 
in past Longwood Players 
productions, plays the role of 
Angel, the good-hearted and 
dutiful waitress at the diner, 
whose crush on Stephen becomes 
a major source of Teddy's 
ridicule. 
"When You Coming Back, Red 
Ryder?" is being directed by 
Douglas M. Young of the 
Department of Speech and 
Dramatic Arts, assisted by 
student director, Lisa Magill. A. 
Moffatt Evans, Jr., the 
Department's Technical 
Director, designed the 
contemporary set. Lisa 
Swackhammer is the Stage 
Manager, assisted by David Gott. 
RYDER REHEARSAL - Vincent Decker, Ginny Munoz, and Jerry Dagenhart rehearse for Mark 
Medoff s RED RYDER, which opens at Jarman tomorrow night. 
JUST 'A SWINGIN' — The sisters of Alpha Sigma Tan are 
swinging for Cystic Fibrosis at Par Bil's Convenience store. The 24- 
hour swingathon began last week and will end Friday. Donations are 
being accepted for the cause. 
Annual 
Junior Art Exhibit 
April 10- May 1, 1983 
Opening Reception ^Sunday, April 10, 3 to 5 p.m. 
Bedford Gallery 
Longwood College 
FRANK LYONS 
COLLECTION 
FINE PRINTS AND PHOTOGRAPHS 
EXHIBITION & SALE 
Featuring 19th & 20th Century Works of 
American, European. & Japanese Artist* 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE 
Wednesday,   April   13,    1983 
10am to 4pm 
BEDFORD  BUTIDING 
EXHIBITION AND SALE 
OF 
ORIGINAL ORIENTAL ART 
An   outstanding   selection   ol    Antique   Oriental 
Woodblock  Prints plus  Original  Etchings,   Wood 
cuts, Lithographs by Contemporary Oriental Pnn 
tmakers 
LONGWOOD COLLEGE 
IN THE BEDFORD BUILDING 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 27   1983 
FROM 10 00 AM TO 5 00 PM 
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The Rotunda 
Longwood 
College 
Publications Board 
m<m TufcN 
Edltor-In-Chlef 
Joe Johnson 
ASSISTANT EDITOR Mke Lynch 
FEATURE EDITOR     .   Johnel Brown 
SPORTS EDITOR ... Jeff Abernathy| 
ADVERTISING 
MANAGER Maurice Franck 
BUSINESS MANAGER David Sawyer 
STAFF David Areford, Fred 
Campbell, Journalism 210, Jour- 
nalism 297. 
" Member ol the VIMCA. 
Published weekly during the College 
year with the exception of Holidays and 
•laminations periods by the students of 
Longwood College, Farmville. Virginia 
Printed by The Farmville Herald 
Opinions expressed »rt those ol the 
weekly Editorial Board and Its 
columnists,' and do not necessarily 
reflect the views ol the student body or 
'me administration 
Letters to the Editor are welcomed. 
They must be typed, tigned and sub- 
mitted to the Editor by the Friday 
preceding publication date. All letters 
are tubiect to editing. 
Kurt Vonnegut, Jr., once 
theorized that the First 
Amendment was a gloat. A mere 
aberration dreamed up by 
Jeffersonian idealists to be put in 
a glass cage and watched but 
never to be utilized. For a while it 
would stand as the center piece of 
the new free nation and then 
quietly, bureaucracy with its 
mighty sweeping mechanisms, 
would brush it silently under the 
carpet to be stepped on. The 
national pride would be 
satiated without having to deal 
with the contingencies of such an 
amendment. 
If one were to read the past as 
an indictment of the future 
Vonnegut's theory may not be too 
far from the mark. Nationally 
one can detect the 
footprints of the Nixon-appointed 
Burger court and their 
precedents which caused (and 
still cause) near constant 
hagglings with the press — 
attempting to force reporters to 
reveal sources, searching - 
newsrooms for confidential 
information, even questioning a 
journalist's state of mind while 
writing or working on an article. 
Fresher prints can be found 
during Reagan's administration. 
A Presidential directive 
requiring present and former 
government officials with access 
to highly classified material 
(known as "sensitive 
compartmented information," }to 
seek official clearance before any 
public statements are made (for 
the duration of their life) has 
recently been passed, ostensibly 
to prevent leaks which would 
threaten national security. 
This is nA to insinuate that all 
threats to the First Amendment's 
validity have come from above. 
Unfortunately, they have also 
come from below (from where, it 
may be argued, all antagonists of 
such an amendment originate.) 
On February 15, Jean 
Kirkpatrick, U.N. representative 
for the U.S., was driven from a 
Berkeley College platform by 
hecklers, at Stanford Law School 
Jack Greenberg of the 
N.A.A.C.P. was also promptly 
quieted by protestors and at 
Longwood College a publications 
board was recently formed at 
least in part to assure that future 
editors meet all "proper" 
criteria before being selected, 
one of these being "a 
commitment to the college." 
One has to wonder if all 
American editors have ever (or 
will have to) pledge commitment 
to the nation before being 
selected to their post. Perhaps 
they will take a lie detector test 
or sign a document which will 
read something like "Yes, I will 
be editor of the Los Angeles 
Times and love the United 
States," and farther one wonders 
just exactly how Longwood's 
publications board plans on 
registering this commitment — 
perhaps a signature in blood, or a 
pound of flesh. 
One suggestion to the 
publications board may be in 
order here, and this comes from 
past experience. To be an editor 
of a paper as thoroughly 
disorganized, disheveled, and at 
times sensational (and in many 
respects I consider that a good 
word) as The Rotunda, one needs 
not a commitment to the college 
so much as one needs a 
commitment to the paper. It 
comes first and as any future 
editor will soon find, it is best to 
ignore the posturing of this 
institution lest he or she be 
caught up in its own narcissistic 
web and find the paper like 
Longwood at times, full of bluff 
and nonsense, and vain as a sor- 
ority girl on Saturday night. 
Editor's Note: last week The 
Rotunda incorrectly printed the 
prices of the Virginian at $6.50 
and $8.00 if mailed. The correct 
prices for the 1983 Virginian are 
$8.00 and $9.50 if mailed. 
—APPLICATIONS— 
EDITOR OF THE ROTUNDA AND EDITOR OF GYRE 
Students onre invited to apply for the Editor of the Rotun- 
do and the Editor of Gyre. 
Qualifications include: 2.5 grade point average; 
sophomore (as of fall 1983) writing and editing skills 
(creative writing skills for Gyre); commitment to the 
College and to the publication; experience with a 
publication desirable 
In order to apply please write a letter of application in- 
dicating qualifications and interests Additional, please in- 
clude three letters of reference (letters can be from present 
editor of the publication  foculty   or students). 
Address your information to PUBLICATION BOARD C O 
Vice President for Student Affairs. 
APPLICATIONS DUE BY MONDAY, APRIL 18 
SUBMITTED BY IONGWOOO COUEGt PUBLICATIONS BOARD 
Your Turn 
Hey Kiddies, 
What'll it be next? Will we be 
sentenced to wear Longwood 
shirts everywhere we go so 
Longwood will get some 
exposure? That's what it looks 
like things are coming to. 
Let me expound. When I chose 
Longwood I did not choose 
Longwood because of any 
student-ran publication. I chose 
Longwood because I was handed 
pamphlets (and lots of them) of 
nice architectual structures and 
smiling students. Everything 
was rosy in the pamphlets. Why 
then, may I ask, does part of the 
administration want to turn The 
Rotunda and the other student 
publications into recruitment 
pamphlets? Don't we have 
enough? 
Secondly, the "Concerned 
Students" who want to censor the 
publication (I speak primarily of 
The Rotunda) seem to want to 
present a picture of happy 
students hand in hand. Well, that 
idea might be fine for a high 
school paper, but as adults it's 
kind of hard for us to be dictated 
to in such a fashion. You see 
there's this little document called 
the U. S. Constitution which says 
that we have the right to a free 
press. Since college is our 
transition to the real world, 
shouldn't we enjoy the same 
freedoms — that's what they'll 
say at graduation — "we have 
prepared you for life..." If this is 
the case the future of the country 
looks bleak. 
What about this 
sensationalism?  Think  back  a 
couple of years to the Son of Sam 
murders. If a plan ■?e crashed and 
killed sixty people, Son of Sam 
would   have   still   taken   the 
headline for knocking off one 
person.   That's   sensationalism, 
kids.   Manson   didn't  kill  that 
many people, but we all know 
who   he   is   —    would   the 
"Concerned Students" attribute 
his  fame to  sensationalism. 
Personally I think what we are 
seeing is a thermidorian reaction 
(a reaction of forces after they 
have fallen from grace). The 
trend at Longwood recently has 
been away from the old traditions 
— Rah-Rahism — to a more 
realistic approach to day to day 
life. The Rah-Rahs are making 
an attempt to restore themselves 
to the throne. That's    wishful 
thinking, because Longwood is no 
longer   primarily   a   teacher's 
school. When it was a teacher's 
school the idealism at such an 
institution was condusive to 
, elves,  paint  battles and  class 
colors.  Students  today   realize 
that the world is a hard cold place 
to be thrust into and Bachelors of 
Science    is    no    longer    a 
prerequisite to an instant job. 
Thus, school spirit is out and 
individual survival is in. 
All this aside, who would read 
this new, censored Rotunda, with 
its    peachy    stories    about 
Longwood? Not I, said the cat, I 
like to get the full story. 
Jackson Buford Banker 
jf Jf JtiJf Jf Jf Jf Jf Jf Jf Jf 
To the Editor: 
As an Alumni of Longwood 
College I have over the course of 
the past three years received 
literature from the college that 
lead me to believe that very real 
attempts were being made to 
save the college from drowning in 
its own traditionalism, 
conserva t i vism and 
authoritarian attitudes. Since 
I've returned to campus I've had 
the opportunity to talk with 
students, both in and out of the 
classroom, who are concerned 
not only with the quality of life 
here at Longwood, but with issues 
that go far beyond the ivory halls 
of higher education. Longwood 
has finally begun to be successful 
in attracting a more diverse 
student body, which is a plus for 
any institution. It is up to the 
administration and the faculty to 
allow this trend to continue. 
My concern is that the desire of 
the administration to protect the 
image of the college will result in 
unnecessary regulations and a 
step back into a time (I had hoped 
had) gone by. Case in point — the 
new Publications Board. I can 
understand the administrations 
desires to protect the image of 
the college, but I feel that their 
actions are misplaced. I have 
always had the impression that 
the purpose of a college 
newspaper is to voice the 
concerns of the college 
community. Not to serve as an 
instrument for public relations. 
Yet, for a college to restrict, 
regulate and control what should 
be the voice of the students will 
surely portray a negative image 
to alumni, students and potential 
students. 
"Highly prestigious" colleges 
and universities in this state have 
"allowed" their college 
newspapers to print articles that 
were much more controversial 
and sensational than anything 
that I have ever read in the 
Rotunda. As far as I can tell their 
prestige, nor their public image 
have suffered in any way. 
Public image, if that is the 
issue here, has to be directed 
more towards (potential and 
present) students. As adults they 
want and deserve some basic 
freedoms. The most important 
function of higher education is 
not only to teach students to 
think, but to give them an 
atmosphere where they are 
allowed to think. To give them the 
freedom to question authority, to 
express their opinions and air 
their concerns. J. J. Knighton 
Class of 1980 
Adjunct Faculty Member 
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Rotunda Interviews: 
Robert Stone on A Flag For Sunrise 
Robert Stone received A: There are a number of 
Longwood's Dos Passos Award tnings Y ^ve to ^ov/ at the 
for literature last Wednesday, at beginning. I have to know who the 
8:00 p.m. in Wygal Auditorium, people are, I have to know how 
At
 46 he has   the book ends — I have to know 
completed three novels — A Hall 
of Mirrors published in 1967, 
which won a Faulkner Prize, Dog 
Soldiers which won the National 
Book Award for fiction in 1974, 
and A Flag for Sunrise which, 
as Jack Beatty wrote, "seems 
destined to be one of the books 
that will justify our time before 
the bar of literary history." 
A Flag for Sunrise is set in the 
fictionalized Central American 
country of Tecan, which is on the 
brink of revolution. The plot 
traces chronologically the lives of 
three Americans: Frank 
Holliwell, a middle aged 
anthropologist on a lecture trip to 
Central America; Sister Justin 
Feeney, an American nun 
helping to run a mission on the 
coast of Tecan; and Pablo Tabor, 
a pillhead deserter from the 
Coast Guard. They meet late in 
the novel _ against the 
backdrop   of    a    revolution 
in Tecan. 
A Flag  for Sunrise was the 
subject of a seminar discussion 
with Robert Stone last Thursday 
organized by Dr. William Frank 
of the English Department at 
what the emotional tone of the 
ending is going to be. It gives me 
a place to strike for, but I don't 
have to know all the stuff that 
happens in the middle. That will 
occur to me. Somebody once said 
about writing — everybody has a 
great beginning and everybody 
has a great ending — but it's the 
middle; that's the hard part — 
and it's true. 
Q: When a person finishes a 
"Flag for Sunrise," is there any 
last comment or theme in general 
that the novel is supposed to end 
with? 
A: The situation at the very end 
of the book is the situation where 
it begins. It ends at the point 
Where Holliwell comes out 
through the same door he went in, 
he has unlearned everything he 
has learned. He's back to basics 
after all that. It's not despairing 
or resolved, it's a place to begin 
again. It s moral if you want to 
call it that, is that nothing is free, 
we have to confront all varieties 
of human behavior. If we're 
going to moralize about the world 
we have to take it as it is and not 
the way we want it to be. We have 
conference, at the University of 
Southern California last month 
and I was talking to the former 
Undersecretary of State for East 
Asian Affairs, a man named 
Thompson who actually worked 
for the Lyndon Johnson 
Administration. We were talking 
about the roots of the war and he 
said, "Well, in a way the 
Vietnamese were inheritors of 
the projection of American 
missionary zeal, they were the 
objects of American 
Beneficence," and he said, "you 
can tell the objects of American 
beneficence by the haunted look 
in their eyes." And this is true in 
Southeast Asia, and true in 
Central America. They're prob- 
ably getting the worst side of 
the United States. I think what 
this country is about, is quite 
genuinely good stuff, but it does 
not travel well, it does not export 
well. And when we try to export it 
we often get ourselves into a lot of 
trouble. 
In the case of Central America, 
we have always excused the way 
we behaved there (and we've 
behaved pretty badly), because 
the people down there were 
vague small brown funny people, 
who weren't quite as real 
to us. We thought, "Well, they're 
sorry that they did. They may lexico. Basically, it's about the 
find themselves hardly better off, film industry, 
with a pro-Soviet government. Q: why the title, "A Flag for 
However, they probably will be | Sunrise?" 
materially a little bit better off. 
And even if they are subject to a 
lot of censorship and control that 
will be better than being 
murdered left and right the way 
they are now. 
Q: Do you see yourselves as a 
type of Moralist, on the order of 
the 19th century Moralists, for 
the nation? 
A: I think that's the job of the 
novelists, to be one of the makers 
of the national conscience, I don't 
think novelists are taking that 
seriously in the United States, 
which is not necessarily a bad 
thing. But I think that's my job, 
as a novelist, as an artist, and I 
think that it should be — to be a 
preacher, a kind of prophet. 
Q: What are you going to be 
working on in the future? 
A: I'm working on a novel now 
that I'm about 100 pages into 
about two people, a screenwriter 
and an actress on location in New 
A: It's from an Emily Dick- 
enson   poem,   "A   bride   at 
daybreak I shall be, sunrise hast, 
thou a flag for me?" It's yet 
another  one   of  her  funerary 
poems.   It   begins   with   an 
expectation of a loss of virginity 
of being taken as a bride and of 
course we find that not surprising 
since  we know this is  Emily 
Dickenson, what she's actually 
talking about is dying. The great 
bride  that  she's  expecting  is 
Christ, who she's going to see. 
The poem goes on to describe her 
ascending the stair and seeing 
Christ. It represents the thing 
that everybody is waiting for in 
the morning. What's going to be 
there for us after all this night. 
After all this struggle, what do we 
have in the morning to greet the 
next day with? What kind of flag, 
what  kind  of  emblem?   What 
symbols of hope to get us through 
the next day? 
Your Turn 
Longwood College. Following are  t0 analyze the nature of illusion.    JtBt a lot of confused little people 
several   excerpts 
discussion. 
from   that 
Q: Who or what influenced 
you to structure the novel as it is, 
without any clear distinctions 
between chapters? 
A: It (the novel) unfolds in 
scenes, in which one point in time 
is connected to another — it's a 
little bit cinematic. Everybody 
Its purpose is certainly not to 
horrify or rub anybody's face in 
the awfulness of it all. 
Q: I always wonder when I 
read a novel how much is from 
the actual experience of the 
author? How much of this novel 
did you actually experience? 
A: I had first hand experience 
of Central America, yes. But I 
never write autobiographically, 
characters. I invent them. I'm 
their daddy. I know all about 
them. But I'm not them. 
Q: Is that why you used Tecan, 
a fictionalized country, instead of 
the Honduras, or Nicaragua? 
writing since Joyce was probably   the writer is, of course, all of the 
influenced by  the  narrative 
rhythms of film. It's hard not to 
be. I think we all,  since the 
second decade of this century, 
came to the story telling process 
partly through watching films. 
The novel is not strictly speaking 
cinematic but runs as a film 
narrative might even to the point 
of having quick cuts or dissolves   |^-fc £m~ _ 
at the end of a scene. 
This enables me to leave out     Q: Do you see a lot of parallels 
what I think I can leave out. The   between Central America today 
problem with a novel or with a  and Vietnam? 
storv is that very often you go on „ . . .. . . 
,       rm. u Li „♦?n,i„„ it *Ko      A: Yes< certainly there are a lot too lone. The hardest thing in the     .        .'       _ ' , wu MI* * ~   . T „._-,   of parallels. There's a certain 
world is to cut a story or novel   ,    K. level on which all non-western 
A: Yes, 
limited  to 
I didn't want to be 
the  reality of  one 
and yet if you go on and on at your 
own leisurely pace, you're going 
to end up doing the one thing in 
this business that you cannot do 
- and that is be boring. There is 
absolutely no patience, nor 
should there be, with boring 
literature, it can be anything, it 
can be pretentious, absurd, but 
never boring. 
Q: Do you feel like you have to 
know what will happen at the end 
of the novel when you start it? 
countries are alike in the way 
that all western countries are 
alike, in terms of the economy 
and the way life is lived. It would 
be hard to have been in Southeast 
Asia and then go to Central 
America and not be reminded of 
the similarities. It's a square on 
the chess board, a pawn in a 
game which is really controlled 
outside of the area itself. 
To give you an example, I was 
at   a   Vietnam   reconsidered 
and if anybody's going to 
straighten them out, it's going to 
be us." That was not the right 
way to go about it, we were 
kidding ourselves. And we were 
being patronizing and we were 
being contemptuous of the local 
population. Sooner or later that 
debt was going to come up for 
payment and that's what's 
happening now. They don't like 
us down there. We've just 
assumed what was good for us 
was good for them. So we're in 
trouble there and it is in an area 
of vital interest for the United 
States. We're caught in a 
contradiction of our method of 
exporting the American way of 
life. It's not because this country 
is a bad country, it's just one of 
those things — the youthful 
misjudgments of America as a 
great power are now coming up 
to haunt her. 
Q: You spoke of a payback, a 
paying of debts, what do you see 
happening in Central America? 
A: Well, I don't think it's too 
good. I think they would like to 
have a revolution all throughout 
Central America resembling the 
Nicaraguan revolution without 
quite as much socialist ideology. 
I'm not sure that's possible now. I 
don't think there is any middle 
ground possible anymore. I think 
there might have been 20 years 
ago, but I don't think there is 
anymore. They will eventually 
have to go to the Cubans for 
support and they may be very 
It is 3:30 a.m., Thursday, April 
7, as I sit and write this. It sounds 
like an odd time to be writing, but 
under the circumstances it has 
proved to be a most opportune 
time. You see, I have just re- 
turned from a fire drill, the first 
in Frazer dormitory since 
returning from break, but only 
one of many. 
Students are to the point now 
where they assemble their fire 
drill clothing before retiring each 
night. There have been so many 
fire drills here that if there was 
ever a real fire the students 
would not be aware of it because 
of the mere size of the building. 
Students are now taking their 
time getting out of the building. 
They are tired of these false 
alarms. For them, it seems safe 
to say that it is a false alarm 
What  happens to those  few 
stragglers in the dorm who take 
their time getting dressed and 
even take time to comb their hair 
and brush their teeth? 
A fire knows no boundaries or 
patience. Most of all, it has no 
respect or consideration for 
human life or anything else in its 
path. A burning building can be 
put out and rebuilt. A human life 
is easily extinguished, often 
leaving nothing left to rebuild. 
These few who are getting their 
jollies pulling false alarms must 
realize the seriousness of their 
behavior and possible 
consequences. It is not 
unreasonable to say that these 
irresponsible few have the safety 
of the entire college community 
in their hands, and if anything 
happens to any students here 
they will have it on their 
consciences. 
To the Student Body: 
As we all know, Phyllis Mable 
recently formed the publications 
board. The current b«ard is a 
mistake and after a brief 
examination of the issue it should 
be clear why. 
To begin with, the student body 
has no elected representatives on 
the board. If the board is going to 
control publications read mostly 
by the students, the students 
should be able to elect those they 
feel will act objectively. 
The second issue involves 
having the editor elected by the 
board. The students, not an 
appointed board, have the right 
to decide who they feel will 
uphold the highest journalistic 
standards. It should not be the 
decision of a board concerned 
mainly with public affairs. 
The third issue is leaving the 
editor out of the decision making 
process. Editors are the people 
who are ultimately accountable 
for a publication .'s content. 
Their responsibility is 
compromised when their vote 
isn't included in board decisions. 
Longwood's publications board 
needs to be reorganized. A new 
.board, with elected student 
representatives and editors 
comprising it, is the best way to 
ensure an accurate 
representation of the college. 
Sincerely, 
Will Huskey 
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Telefund Beats Goal 
The 1983 Longwood College 
Telefund, which lasted from 
February 7 through March 10, 
received a record $73,821 in 
pledges from 4,127 donors, 
according to Alice Martin, 
director of Annual Funds. 
Under the leadership of 
Telefund chairman John 
McMillen, the 51 Longwood 
Ambassadors — the "telephone 
force" — called alumni in all 50 
states asking for donations. Ten 
Ambassadors worked each night 
for 20 nights or 720 hours. 
This year's Telefund goal of 
$65,000 and 4,000 donors was 
surpassed. In addition, this 
year's totals represent a 21 
percent increase in number of 
donors and a 20 percent increase 
in dollars pledged over the 1982 
totals. 
Of the 4,127 donors, 1,271 had 
never contributed before and 
1,354 increased their 1982 pledge. 
"If all of the pledges are 
fulfilled," said Martin, "we have 
a good shot at being one of the top 
10 colleges in the nation in terms 
of donations." 
Of all 51 Ambassadors, Geri 
Flanary recorded the most 
donors in one night with 48, while 
Tina Trice collected $1,050 in 
pledges, also the most for one 
night. 
Overall, the most donors and 
the most dollars pledged were 
received by Bob Jensen. Mary 
Beth Hart received pledges from 
the greatest number of people 
who had never contributed 
before, while Lisa Swackhammer 
collected the most dollars from 
alumni who had never 
contributed before and those who 
increased last year's pledge. 
More Classes 
Beginning in the fall semester, 
Longwood's Office of Continuing 
Studies will offer three certificate 
programs for adults who wish to 
continue their education and 
training. The programs are: 
Human Resource Management, 
Office Management, and Records 
Management. 
Each will consist of 30 credit 
hours of courses. These courses, 
which are already offered at 
longwood, will be taught off 
campus in locations convenient 
for potential students. 
The Human Resource 
Management program is 
designed for people involved in 
personnel, labor relations, 
training, occupational safety and 
health, and related fields. The 
Records Management program 
focuses on data processing, 
information systems and certain 
clerical functions, while the 
Office Management program is 
primarily for secretaries. 
"It's a way for an individual to 
gain credentials in a highly 
relevant and technical area," 
said George Stonikinis, 
coordinator of Longwood's 
Institute for Advanced Studies 
and Regional Resources. 
"You're allowing people to 
continue their education, to 
diversify and to move up in their 
positions. Instead of a four-year 
commitment, you're only talking 
about 30 hours. . . Perhaps most 
important, you're delivering 
education to adults in the way 
they need it and can use it." 
The certificate programs are 
part of an effort to accommodate 
adult students who desire 
continuing education, or whose 
occupations demand that they 
continue their education, but for 
whom a conventional four-year 
degree program is beyond their 
reach. 
An increasing number of 
college students are over 25 and 
study part-time. Analysts expect 
the demographic characteristics 
of college students to continue to 
change through the remainder of 
this century. 
The new programs were 
developed as a follow-up to a 
detailed markert survey of local 
businesses and industries which 
the Longwood administration 
completed last fall. One of the 
survey's recommendations was 
the expanded availability of 
educational opportunities for 
various segments of the 
community. 
Longwood President Janet D. 
Greenwood announced the 
programs in a March 30 address 
before the Virginia Division of 
Industrial Development Seminar 
at Richmond's Hyatt House. 
"Longwood needs to be — and 
will be — more responsive to a 
new constituency: that of 
working adults in industry," Dr. 
Greenwood said. "Our certificate 
program will be focused on a 
distinct segment of learners who 
need to update their education 
and skills as new knowledge and 
demands^re created." 
Dr. Greenwood was the first 
Virginia college president to 
publicly endorse Gov. Charles S. 
Robb's "active partnership" 
between higher education and 
business and industry. 
Also as part of this effort, 
Ix)ngwood is currently offering 
three new computer courses in 
the evening. 
Vice-President 
Awarded 
Phyllis L. Mable, Longwood 
College's vice president for 
student affairs, is the recipient of 
the American College Personnel 
Association's Professional 
Service Award. 
The award was presented to 
Ms. Mable on March 15 during 
the ACPA's annual convention in 
Houston, TX. Described on the 
award plaque as "ACPA's 
Ambassador of Good Will,' Ms. 
Mable received a standing 
ovation during the presentation 
ceremonies. 
The award was given "in 
recognition of distinguished 
service in promoting student 
development practices, fostering 
cooperation among student 
affairs professionals, and 
generating professional 
standards of high quality." 
Ms. Mable has donated the 
cash gift included with the award 
to the Longwood College 
Foundation for an award to a 
freshman student who has made 
significant progress in leadership 
and academic areas. 
The co-editor of three widely 
acclaimed books dealing with 
student affairs administration in 
colleges and universities, Ms. 
Mable is a past president of the 
ACPA and serves as national 
chairman of the Task Force on 
Standards for college deans and 
counselors. 
Last year, she was the 
recipient of the Mel Hardee 
Award for Outstanding Service 
from the Southern Association for 
College Student Affairs. 
In a letter of congratulation to 
OLE'! 
MEXICAN FOOD 
HAS ARRIVED AT 
RESTAURANT 
CCttNtl Of I AIT THIIO AND SOUTH STWfT 
IN TNI FOtM.lt P ARO AI IUILDIMO 
FARMVILLf, VA. 
Spring Seminars 
Once your 1982 taxes are paid, 
it will be time to look ahead to 
your financial future. An 
upcoming program offered 
through Longwood College's 
Office of Continuing Studies will 
allow you to do exactly that. 
The program will examine — in 
layman's language — such 
concepts as the need for 
insurance or for trusts and wills, 
and how investments and tax 
incentives can be used to 
increase your income. It will be 
held on Saturday, April 23, from 
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. in the 
Wynne Building on the Longwood 
campus. 
The program, known as "Get 
Your Act Together Before It Is 
Too Late!," is the first of three 
"Spring Celebration Seminars" 
offered by the Office of 
Continuing Studies. The 
registration fee is $15 and 
includes lunch, refreshments, 
transportation (if applicable) 
and all workshop materials. 
John Doyle, a trust officer for 
Central Fidelity Bank, will 
discuss estate planning from 10 to 
11:45 a.m. After lunch Michael 
Madden, an account executive in 
Wheat First Security's 
Lynchburg office, will review 
stocks, bonds and limited 
partnerships from 12:30 to 1:45. 
William E. Watson, vice 
president of W.A. Watson & Sons 
Insurance Agency, will 
thoroughly examine insurance 
from 1:45 to 3 p.m. 
The other two seminars also 
will be held on a Saturday from 
9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m., and also 
will have a $15 registration fee. 
The second seminar, on April 
30, will focus on Civil War battles 
around Farmville during the 
Appomattox Campaign. There 
will be field trips to Sayler's 
Creek, High Bridge and 
Cumberland Church following a 
lecture and slide presentation in 
Wynne Building. Titled "Journey 
Back   In   Time,"   it   will   be 
Ms. Mable, ACPA president 
Susan Komives wrote: "You 
serve as a model of commitment 
and involvement for us all. You 
have shown us how one stays 
involved and branches into new 
areas as an example of self 
renewal ... On behalf of your 
colleagues in ACPA, I thank you 
for all you continue to do for our 
professional association, our 
profession, and our students." 
conducted by Tom Nanzig, a Civil 
War expert and Longwood's 
director of housing. 
The third program, on May 7, is 
"Field Archeology," conducted 
by Dr. James Jordan, head of 
Longwood's sociology and 
anthropology department. After 
a lecture and slide presentation 
in Wynne Building, participants 
will make a field trip to the 
nearby Smith-Taylor Mound for 
excavation and field-work. 
To register, or for additional 
information, contact the 
Longwood College Office of 
Continuing Studies at 392-9256. 
Males Differ 
FromFemales 
More Than 
We Know 
A study by a Longwood College 
psychology professor into how 
the time-of-day affects impulse 
control among 7th graders found 
surprising differences between 
boys and girls. 
"The difference between sexes 
(in performance) was 
outstandingly unexpected," Dr. 
Madeline Simpson said during a 
March 31 Fireside Chat at 
Longwood House. "We - found 
differences in every way you look 
at the data." 
In the spring of 1981, Dr. 
Simpson tested 104 7th-grade 
students in the Nottoway County 
school system on two occasions. 
Each time she used two tasks — 
one involving delay of 
gratification, the other involving 
time estimation — and tested the 
students in the morning and 
again that afternoon. 
She had expected to find no 
differences in performance 
between males and females, 
based on existing research. 
However, the boys did better in 
both categories, particularly in 
estimating 60-second intervals, 
she said. 
"Repetitious counting may 
have accounted partially for the 
sex differences observed," added 
Dr. Simpson, citing research that 
girls become bored more easily 
than boys on repetitive tasks. 
Dr. Simpson also was surprised 
(Continued on page 8) 
SHOWCASE 
GALLERY 
LANKFORD BUILDING — LONGWOOD COLLEGE 
Sponsored by Department of Art and Student Union 
PATTI PASCALE 
APRIL 13-27 
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Softball Team Hosts Liberty Baptist 
Longwood women's softball 
team, which won two of four 
contests last week, hosts Liberty 
Baptist Tuesday afternoon at 
Farmville Elementary field. 
Today's twinbill will be the Lady 
Lancers' only action this week. 
The doubleheader tips off at 3:30. 
Now 2-6, Conch Nanette 
Fisher's squad pulled off a 14-13 
victory over VCU Tuesday in 11 
innings, after rallying from a 12-0 
deficit.  In the liberty Baptist 
Tournament, played in mud and 
rain Friday and Saturday, 
Longwood beat James Madison 6- 
5 but fell to Cazenovia of New 
York 4-1 and Francis Marion 5-0. 
In the big win over VCU, Cindy 
Walsh has three hits and two big 
RBI's, winning pitcher Donna 
Kanary drove in two runs and 
Sharon Sculthorpe had two hits. 
The Lady Lancers, trailing 12- 
0, scored six runs in the fourth 
and seven in the sixth to go on top 
13-12. After VCU tied the game 
with a run in the top of the 
seventh, Longwood won it in the 
bottom of the 11th inning, aided 
by a VCU error. 
Kanary went the distance for 
Longwood and held the Rams to 
just one run over the last seven 
innings. 
Friday in the first round of the 
Liberty Baptist Tournament, the 
Lady Lancers fell to Cazenovia's 
three-run rally in the top of the 
sixth. Pam Cauley had three hits 
in three trips lo plate and Gilbert 
had two hits with an RBI. 
Later Friday, Longwood 
rallied for two runs in the bottom 
of the seventh inning on a two-run 
single by Walsh to edge James 
Madison 6-5 and stay alive in the 
tourney. Walsh's big hit drove in 
Debbie Garcia and Cauley to give 
Longwood the victory. Soph 
Betsy Armstrong picked up the 
win in relief of Kanary. Jeanette 
Schoder had a run-scoring double 
and Sculthorpe also had a double 
to pace Longwood's seven-hit 
attack. 
Saturday morning Longwood 
was eliminated from the 
tournament by a strong Francis 
Marion team 5-0. Kay Aultman 
had a double while Gilbert, 
Walsh, Cauley and Schoder also 
hit safely in the contest. 
Lancer Sports 
SPORTS BRIEFS 
Lady Golfers Place Seventh 
logwood's women's golf team, 
seventh in the 45-hole Lady Lion 
Invitational Saturday and 
Sunday in University Park, 
Pennsylvania, takes to the road 
again this week with a trip to 
Wilmington, North Carolina, for 
the UNC-Wilmington Invitational 
Friday, Saturday and  Sunday. 
Coach Barbara Smith's team 
totaled an 865 for 45 holes 
Saturday and Sunday to place 7th 
out of 11 teams in Perm State's 
spring women's golf tournament. 
William & Mary was sixth at 846 
while Michigan State, Minnesota 
and Ohio State were the top three 
teams in the tourney. Saturday's 
27 holes were played in a day-long 
downpour. 
Longwood scores included: 
Robin Andrews 84-81-46-211, 
Unit Gerken 85-83-45-213, Sue 
Morgan 86-84-46-216, Carol 
Rhoades 86-94-45-225 and Mary 
Semones 92-94-48-234. 
The Lady Lancers will not be 
playing in the Duke Invitational 
April 22-24 as previously 
scheduled. The UNC-Wilmington 
tourney will wrap up regular 
season competition. 
"Til the heavens stop the rain" 
Lancers 10-4 and Holding 
Lady betters To Play Averett 
Longwood's men's tennis team, 
1-5 after a 7-2 loss to Randolph- 
Macon Sunday, host Newport 
News Apprentice Monday, visit 
Virginia Wesleyan Thursday and 
travel to St. Paul's Saturday in a 
heavy week of action. 
Bryan Kersey won his match at 
No. 3 singles Sunday and teamed 
with Carl Schwab to win at No. 2 
doubles, accounting for 
longwood's victories in the loss 
to Randolph-Macon. 
Longwood's baseball team holds the same 10-4 
record and seventh place national ranking in 
Division II that the Lancers enjoyed March 29 after 
a doubleheader sweep over Virginia State. In the 
interim eight games were either postponed or 
canceled because of rain, frustrating players and 
enabling already frustrated sports editors to use 
Morrison quotes in headlines. 
Coach Buddy Bolding is hoping his squad will be 
able to complete five games that are on tap this 
week. The Lancers are slated to play two at St. 
Paul's Tuesday, two at Mount St. Mary's Wed- 
nesday and one at VMI Friday. 
In all 19 games have been rained out thus far in 
what has been a miserable spring weather-wise. 
Following Friday's contest at VMI, the Lancers will 
travel to Maryland Baltimore County for a single 
game Sunday and to Maryland Eastern Shore for 
two Monday. 
With 20 games still to play, barring further 
rainouts, the Lancers have their work cut out for 
them if they are to realize another trip to the South 
Atlantic Regional Tournament. 
"It's going to be rough from here on out," said 
Bolding. "We have to play a lot of games in a short 
period of time and we need a bunch of victories if we 
hope to return to the playoffs." 
The Lancers remained seventh in the latest 
Division II baseball poll put out by Collegiate 
Baseball last week. 
Lancer Golfers Finish Sixth 
Longwood's men's golf team 
failed to defend its college div- 
ision state title Saturday, but 
senior David Moore fired a four- 
over-par 76 to place second in the 
college division in the rain- 
shortened Virginia Collegiate 
X* 
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Championships at Hot Springs. 
Radford won the college divi- 
sion with a one round 313 while 
Longwood was sixth at 333. 
Overall and university division 
winner was Virginia with a 289. 
The tournament was cut to 18 
holes after rain made the lower 
Cascades course unplayable for 
Sunday's second round. 
Moore played perhaps the 
finest round of his three-year 
career to finish second. Other 
Longwood scores included: 
Richard Miller 83, Glenn Bugg 86, 
Stan Edwards 88, Ty Bordner 91 
and David Ritter 92. 
This week the Lancers play in 
the Virginia Tech Invitational 
Friday and Saturday. 
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Males Differ 
(Continued from Page 6) 
by her discovery that the 
performance of the girls varied 
more between the two testing 
days than did that of the boys. 
She had originally thought that 
the one-week lapse would affect 
the sexes equally. 
Not surprisingly, she found that 
— generally speaking — both 
boys and girls performed better 
on both tests in the morning than 
in the afternoon. 
This research was undertaken 
to examine the relationship 
among biorhythms, delayed 
gratification and time 
judgments. 
"Time-of-day is related to the 
concept of biorhythms . . .," 
noted Dr. Simpson. "Humans 
develop rhythms that are 
synchronized with the periodic 
changes in nature. Because of 
this, it is said that humans have a 
biological, or physiological, 
clock. Some writers refer to 
internal mechanicms that 
synchronize such rhythms as 
"living clocks.' " 
Dr. Simpson authored an 
article about her findings that 
appeared in the journal 
Perceptual and Motor Skills last 
August. 
Her lecture was the third and 
final Fireside Chat of this 
academic year. Previous 
programs were given by Dr. Jung 
Ra, an education professor, and 
Jacqueline Wall, an art 
instructor. Fireside chats 
provide an informal forum for 
Longwood faculty to share 
research or expertise with their 
colleagues and the community. 
"Building 
Rainbows" 
The Catalinas of Longwood 
College will present their annual 
spring water show this week. 
Show dates and times are: 
Thursday, April 14, 7 p.m.; 
Saturday, April 16, 2 and 3 p.m.; 
Sunday, April 17, 1 p.m. 
The theme for this year's show 
is "Building Rainbows." Each 
color of the rainbow will be 
represented in six different 
routines. The entire team will 
form a rainbow in their final 
number. 
Join the Catalinas at Lancer 
Pool for their last (and best!) 
performance of the 1982-83 school 
year. 
Graduating members include 
Frances Vavloukis, Chris 
Tullington, Mo Rogge, Judy 
Luck, Elise McCarty, and Diane 
Doss. 
Other members are: Joanne 
Weber, Anne Mulvihill, Susan 
Drewry, Lynda Stratton, 
Kathryn Schrader, Betty Lou 
Brogan, Suzy Crothers, Ellen 
Brown, Debbie Busko, Mindy 
Robinson, Cheryl Compton, and 
Berni Toner. 
World Without 
Weapons 
l Continued from Page 2) 
bibliographies, and several brief 
analyses of political and 
economic topics which have been 
published in the Center's 
newsletter. 
Scott Moore is currently in a 
M.D.-Ph.D. program in 
neuroscience at the University of 
Virginia. He belongs to the 
"Physicians for Social 
Responsibility," "Central 
Virginia      Nuclear     Freeze 
Campaign," and is also the co- 
coordinator serving on the 
Steering Committee for the 
"Charlottesville Peace Center." 
Scott has given several lectures 
concerning "Nuclear Freeze" for 
churches, high schools and local 
groups. He most recently was 
interviewed on a local 
Charlottesville radio station as 
spokesperson for the Nuclear 
Freeze Campaign. 
Elderhostel Program 
(Continued from Page 2] 
day. Participants are housed in a 
modem residence hall. 
For commuters, the cost is 
$100, which includes all expenses 
except lodging. 
The second program, set for 
June 19-25, will have courses in 
"Crafts: Pottery, Natural 
Basketry and Silkscreen," 
•Wines and Food" and "A 
Darling Amusement' and a 
•Constant Tooting,' " which 
focuses on music in Colonial 
America. 
The third program from July 
17-23, will feature courses in "The 
I^ast Days of the Confederacy," 
"A Look at the World of 
computers" and the course on 
prehistoric Indians. The final 
program, July 31-August 6, will 
have the same courses as the 
third program. 
Last year's program attracted 
44 persons from up and down the 
East Coast. Only one of the 38 
non-commuters came from 
Virginia. Across the country last 
year, 55,000 people participated 
in over 600 Elderhostel 
programs. Another 24,000 had to 
be turned away. 
Since Longwood will be closed 
during the first program, more 
commuters can be accepted for 
this than for the other programs. 
There are no exams, no grades 
and no required homework. Lack 
of formal education is not a 
barrier. Participation is open to 
persons 60 and over or those 
whose spouse or companion 
qualifies. 
For more information, contact: 
Mrs. Brenda Atkins, Elderhostel 
Campus Coordinator, Office of 
Continuing Studies, Ixmgwood 
College, Farmville, VA 23901, 
(804) 392-9256. 
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CORNII OP EAST THIRD AND SOUTH STRUT 
IN THI PORMIR PAROAS RUILDINO 
FARMVILLE. VA. 
—HAPPY HOURS 
Monday-Friday 2:00-6:00 
Wednesday 9:00-12:30 
Friday & Saturday.. 9:30-12:30 
'•ravin* Shopping Ctfitfr  392-6125 
PRESENTS ANOTHER 
PICKING PARTY 
PRIME MUSIC   FINE FOOD AND 
EXTENDED HAPPY HOUR PRICES 
THURSDAY NIGHT 8:00    UNTIL 
Lady Netters 
Longwood's women's tennis 
team, 0-2 after a 7-2 loss at 
Christopher Newport Tuesday, 
swings back into action with a 
match at Averett Monday and 
host Southern Seminary 
Wednesday at 2:00 and 
Lynchburg Thursday at 3:00. 
With its top two netters Lisa 
Barnes and Barbara Cathey of 
Suffolk out of action, Coach 
Carrol Bruce's team went with a 
revamped lineup at Christopher 
Newport Tuesday. Gaining wins 
for Longwood in doubles were 
Terry Justice, Cathy Morris, 
Karen Croun, and Heather 
Gardner. 
Lacrosse 
Action 
Thursday 
Rain canceled all of last week's 
lacrosse action, but the Lady 
Lancers have three games 
scheduled this week. Coach Jane 
Miller's squad, 0-1, visits 
Lynchburg Tuesday, hosts Mary 
Washington Thursday at 4:00 and 
travels to Bridgewater Saturday 
for a 2:00 contest. 
Bad weather forced 
cancellation of last Wednesday's 
game with Richmond and a 
Thursday contest at Roanoke was 
postponed. 
f IGA 
National Bohemian 
BEER 
6 12 oz   btls 
$139 1 
RIUNITE 
$099 2 Btl. 
LAN9COTT GIFT 
SHOP 
SLUMBER & SWEATSHIRTS 
FRATERNITY & SORORITY 
STATIONARY, MUGS. 
DECALS. LAVALIERES, 
AND SWEATERS 
CARDS AND GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
408 HIGH STREET, FARMVILLE, VA. 
(ACROSS FROM JARMAN AUDITORIUM) 
OPEN MON. SAT. 9-4:30 
CLOSED WED. MORNING 
Pino's 
404 South Main Street 
DAILY SPECIALS 
MON. ITALIAN HOAGIE W/CHIPS 
TUE. SPAGHETTI AND SALAD 
WED. LASAGNA AND SALAD 
THURS. $1.00 OFF LARGE OR SICILIAN 
50C OFF MEDIUM PIZZA 
FRI. MEATBALL PARMIGIANA 
SAT. CANNELLONI OR MANICOTTI 
WITH SALAD 
SUN. BAKED ZITTI AND SALAD 
392-3135 
DELIVERY TO LONGWOOD'S CAMPUS 
